
Lydiard Youth Black 1-18 Robins U12 Red
Wilts FA U13 County Cup 1st round - 16th October 2016

Scorers:
Teddy 7, 69
Sam 11, 24, 53
Morgan 13, 37
Lewis 26, 27, 55

Will 30, 47, 57
Alan 34, 65
Tom 44
Jowan 59
Zak 61

Players of the Match:
Lewis Newcombe
Jowan Partridge

Something a little different this week as we played “up a year” to enter the Wilts FA U13 County Cup and it wasn't
just playing against  players a year older to contend with as the County Cup is 11-a-side so we also had to
contend with more players, a bigger pitch and bigger goals. The game lasts 10 minutes longer than we're used to
and with a couple of regulars away, we only had 1 sub so fitness was going to be at a premium.

But if there's one thing we know about our lot, it's that they relish a challenge and they soon rose to it. With just 7
minutes on the clock, Teddy swung a wicked corner into the area that went in off a Lydiard defender via a small
but cruel deflection. A few minutes later and this time Teddy turned provider as Sam Wiles got on the end of
another great ball into the area and slotted home from close range. Morgan was next on the scoresheet, some
superb work down the right, followed by a terrific shot that no keeper was keeping out. 

A few minutes of calm followed before the next barrage of goals, but although this was turning into something of
an onslaught, the team kept their discipline and were playing some excellent football. Shortly after, more great
work from Morgan set Sam up for his second, before good pressure from the whole team enabled Lewis to get his
first  goal,  shortly  followed by a second,  a real  quickfire brace!  grabbed his own 'brace'  of  goals in under  2
minutes....quickfire to say the least. Will was the only front man not to score but that was soon rectified in the 30th
minute when he smashed in our 7th goal. Just before the half drew to a close Alan was playing in a forward role
and he added the final goal of the half.

With Robins in cruise mode, we decided to drop down to 9 players to test our lot and give Lydiard a chance.
Within a minute of the restart Alan teed up Morgs who grabbed his second of the game. Then Lydiard grabbed a
goal back and thoughts of a possible come back where on !! However, these where short lived as Tom won a free
kick on the edge of the box after a magic weavy run. The free kick was despatched with aplomb into the roof of
the net. Minutes later Will picked up a sloppy pass from Lydiard and blasted home his second. Robins where
once again firing on all cylinders and it was the 53rd minute when Wilesy grabbed his hatrick as he steered the
ball home coolly, although Alan did make sure the ball was in the net as he smashed the ball in as it crossed the
line.  Hatricks where coming thick and fast now and next up was Lewis,  whose pace and slick passing was
proving too much for Lydiard. Two minutes later Will also completed his hatrick with a well placed shot wide of the
keeper. When we talk about slick passing and cutting thru the opposition Jowan was having a field day and very
similar to Tom's goal, Jowan was making a bursting run and was fouled, he stepped up for the free kick and sent
a thunder bolt into the top of the net.

With some shuffling of personnel Wilesy & Lewis had a stint in defence, while Sonny had already moved into
midfield to give him a different challenge, Olisa was having a decent game and didnt show any signs of rustiness.
Zak was pushed up front and within a minute of the changed he added his name to the score sheet as he skipped
past the defence and keeper to pass the ball into the net. The free scoring abated for a while until another poor
pass from Lydiard afforded Zak another chance and he again passed the ball into the net, albeit slowly and as
with Wilesy's hatrick goal Alan was on hand to smash the ball in from about an inch out, one for the adjudicator to
decide who will be credited with the goal ?? The impressive Robins display\rout was completed by Teddy in the
last minute. With the final result of 18-1, games like this can often prove worthless but Robins kept disciplined and
kept their shape well. The away players and fans seemed happy enough with the way the game was played.
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